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([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
([\[\], \[\]], ([\], \[\]])
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝)</th>
<th>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</th>
<th>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</th>
<th>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</th>
<th>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</th>
<th>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
<td>[⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
(⌜.⌜, ⌝.⌝), (⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌜)
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝), (⌜ ⌝, ⌝ ⌝))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
((\[\Gamma, \Gamma\], \[\Gamma, \Gamma\]))
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜.⌝, ⌝.⌝, ⌝.⌝)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��), ⌝��, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⌜⌜⌜, ⌝��, ⌝��)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎣.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎦.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎦.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎦.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎦.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎦.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎦.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⎦.⎦, ⎤.⎦, ⎤.⎦)
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(⌜··, ⌜··), (⌜··, ⌜··))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), ( IntelliJ, IntelliJ))
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
(( IntelliJ, IntelliJ), [ IntelliJ, IntelliJ])
((蜃>(), [蜃()], [蜃]()))
((蜃>(), [蜃()], [蜃]()))
((蜃>(), [蜃()], [蜃]()))
((蜃>(), (蜃), (蜃)))
((蜃>(), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃>(), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
((蜃()), (蜃), (蜃))
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(⁅.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁅.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
(⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆), (⁆.⁆, ⁆.⁆)
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((J, G, G), (J, J, G))
((J, G, G), (J, J, G))
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)
(⌜·⌜, ⌜·⌝), (⌜·⌝, ⌜·⌜)

((⊥⊥, ⊥⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), (⊥⊥, ⊥⊥))
((⊥⊥, ⊥), (⊥⊥, ⊥⊥))
((⊥⊥, ⊥), (⊥⊥, ⊥⊥))
((⊥⊥, ⊥), (⊥⊥, ⊥⊥))
((⊥⊥, ⊥), (⊥⊥, ⊥⊥))
((⊥⊥, ⊥), (⊥⊥, ⊥⊥))
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((⊥⊥, ⊥), [⊥⊥, ⊥⊥])
((уй, гл), (у., г., г.))
((уй, гл), (у., г., г.))
((уй, гл), (у., г., г.))
((уй, гл), (у., г., г.))
((уй, гл), (у., г., г.))
((уй, гл), [у., г., г.])
((уй, гл), [у., г., г.])
((уй, гл), [у., г., г.])
((уй, гл), [у., г., г.])
((уй, гл), [у., г., г.])
((уй, гл), [у., г., г.])
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
((\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)), (\(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\), \(\Gamma\)))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
([ ràng, enville], ( ràng, enville))
((⏊ ⏊, ⎾ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
((⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊), (⏊ ⏊, ⏊ ⏊))
832
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
))
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
))
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
))
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
))
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
))
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((ienia, &), [ienia, &
])
((5, 3), (5, 3))
((5, 3), (6, 3))
((5, 3), (5, 4))
((5, 3), (6, 4))
((5, 3), (5, 5))
((5, 3), (6, 5))
((5, 3), (5, 6))
((5, 3), (6, 6))
((5, 3), (5, 7))
((5, 3), (6, 7))
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
((જ.જ., ર.જ.), [જ.જ., ર.જ.])
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
(([\square, \square], [\square, \square]), ([\square, \square], [\square, \square]))
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
| (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) | (лежав, глини), (лежав, глини) |
((\[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ], \[ ] \))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, r\}, \{l, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l\}, \{l, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l\}, \{l, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l\}, \{l, r, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l\}, \{l, r, l, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l\}, \{l, r, l, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l\}, \{l, r, l, l, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l\}, \{l, r, l, l, l, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r, l, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r, l, r, l\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r, l, r, r\}\)))
((\(\{l, r\}, \{l, r\}\)), (\(\{l, r, l, r\}, \{l, r, l, r, l, r, r, l, r, r, r\}\)))
null
(( absorption, contraction ), (( absorption, contraction ), [ (( absorption, contraction ), [ absorption, contraction ] ) )))
((]]Γ, γ.), [[Γ, Γ.Γ))
((]]Γ, γ.), [[Γ, Γ.Γ))
((]]Γ, γ.), [[Γ, Γ.Γ))
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